Revolutionary rewarding
ecosystem for the local
goverments around the world.

Let’s build a better society, together.

Let us introduce
a game-changing
blockchain
community concept.

Sustainable development is the pathway
to the future we want for all.
Ban Ki-moon

Our vision is to support local communities, and governments to enhance
the social capital and build a better place for sustainable living.

How it works?

Citizens purchase or get rewarded community coins from/by the local
goverments and businesses.
With those community coins, they can pay communal services, get discounts on
bills or products by the local businesses.

CITIZENS are being rewarded with the communia
coins for as many positive contributions as the
local governments allows, such as:
- recycling and waste sharing
- paying communal bills on time
- helping others doing household jobs (fixing
plumbing, babysitting, etc…)
- keeping the yard clean
- volunteering and charity work
- proper use of public parking lots
(…)
Also, the citizens can buy community coins from
local goverment in order to have more funds in
their account.

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS can use the communia
platform for:
- getting feedback on their services
- organizing a poll and include the citizens in the
process of making decisions on important local
issues (infrastructure, etc.)
- improving the local waste management system
pursuing the recycling processes
- organize funding for specific projects (e.g. school
roof replacement, organizing events…)
- give microloans to other community members
- making the public and private records more
approachable (e.g. land registries, birth
certificates)
- give the citizens unique local digital identity in
order to organize a more efficient local government
(…)

Citizens can use communia coins for:
- pay the bills for the communal services provided by the local governments (water, waste, etc…)
- pay parking and public transport tickets;
- pay for the tickets for various events organized by the local government or local public organizations
- pay for various services provided by other community members (babysitting, plumbing, gardening)
- get discounts for goods and services provided by communia partners
- give coins to other family members or friends or donate them to other charity organizations

We wanted to create a solution for everyone,
irrespective of their gender, age, background,
financial capabilities or computer skills.
Incorporating accessibility and usability from
conception will help reduce issues once the solution
is launched and affecting individuals’ lives.
CITIZENS BENEFITS

LOCAL GOVERNEMENTS’ BENEFITS

Connecting with the local community
Working together towards positive goals
Improving personal quality of life by
improving it for all members
Reducing the cost of communal services
Social inclusion

Democratization of local communities
Creating more sustainable cities and communities becoming benchmark as a local government with
sustainable solutions
Improved communication with the citizens
Better aligned activities with members' needs and
wishes
Stronger social relationships within communities
Increased well being of members - resulting in positive
demographic developments
Engaging citizens and opening up government to
maintain public trust

